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Abstract: Chloroplasts are organelles found in cells of green plants and eukaryotic algae that conduct photosynthesis. Knowing a 
protein’s subchloroplast location provides in-depth insights about the protein’s function and the microenvironment where it interacts 
with other molecules. In this paper, we present BS-KNN, a bit-score weighted K-nearest neighbor method for predicting proteins’ 
subchloroplast locations. The method makes predictions based on the bit-score weighted Euclidean distance calculated from the 
composition of selected pseudo-amino acids. Our method achieved 76.4% overall accuracy in assigning proteins to 4 subchloroplast 
locations in cross-validation. When tested on an independent set that was not seen by the method during the training and feature 
selection, the method achieved a consistent overall accuracy of 76.0%. The method was also applied to predict subchloroplast locations 
of proteins in the chloroplast proteome and validated against proteins in Arabidopsis thaliana. The software and datasets of the proposed 
method are available at https://edisk.fandm.edu/jing.hu/bsknn/bsknn.html.
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Introduction
Chloroplasts are organelles found in cells of green 
plants and eukaryotic algae. They are believed to have 
originated from cyanobacteria through endosymbiosis. 
Chloroplasts play important functional roles in many 
biological processes such as photosynthesis and cel-
lular metabolism. Similar to a cell that can be divided 
into several subcellular locations, the chloroplast is 
also subdivided into multiple subchloroplast locations. 
Knowing a protein’s subchloroplast location informa-
tion provides in-depth biological insights about the 
protein’s roles in these biological processes.
Recent developments in high-throughput genome 
sequencing projects have resulted in an increasing 
number of raw chloroplast protein sequences stored 
in  public  databases.  For  the  majority  of  these 
proteins,  little  knowledge  is  known  about  their 
subchloroplast  locations.  Therefore,  computational 
methods that can predict subchloroplast localizations 
of chloroplast proteins are needed. However, despite 
the  chloroplast  proteome  projects1–4  and  various 
computational  approaches5–8  to  identify  chloroplast 
proteins in proteomic scale, there are only a limited 
number of methods as to our knowledge for predicting 
protein subchloroplast locations. SubChlo9 is the first 
method  for  predicting  the  subchloroplast  locations 
of chloroplast proteins. The method is based on the 
evidence-theoretic  K-nearest  neighbor  (ET-KNN) 
algorithm.10,11 Using pseudo-amino acid composition12 
as the feature set, the method achieved 67.2% overall 
accuracy  in  predicting  proteins’  subchloroplast 
locations on a dataset consisting of chloroplast proteins 
with less than 60% sequence similarities. ChloroRF13 
predicts  subchloroplast  locations  using  a  feature 
vector of 531 physicochemical properties obtained 
from  AAindex  database.14  Applying  the  Random 
Forest algorithm, ChloroRF achieved a comparable 
accuracy,  67.4%,  as  that  of  SubChlo  on  the  same 
dataset. An extra benefit of ChloroRF is that it utilizes 
human-interpretable  physicochemical  properties, 
which  can  provide  meaningful  information  for 
analyzing the mechanisms of protein subchloroplast 
localizations. Recently, a method called Subldent15 
was  developed  to  identify  submitochondria  and 
subchloroplast  locations.  The  method  first  created 
numerical  series  of  hydrophobicity  and  polarity 
values from protein’s amino acid sequence, and then 
applied  a  discrete  wavelet  transform  to  formulate 
them into a different representation of pseudo-amino 
acid composition. These features were then used to 
train a support vector machine classification model 
to predict protein’s subchloroplast locations. For a 
complete list of subchloroplast localization methods 
and their details, please see Supplementary Table 1.
In  this  paper,  we  present  BS-KNN,  a  bit-score 
weighted K-Nearest neighbor method for predicting 
proteins’  subchloroplast  locations.  The  method 
makes  predictions  based  on  a  bit-score  weighted 
Euclidean distance (BS-WED) computed from residue 
composition. For each subchloroplast location, it finds 
its  K  nearest  neighbors  (ie,  proteins)  to  the  query 
protein  based  on  the  BS-WED.  Then  the  average 
BS-WED of the query protein to the K proteins is used 
as the distance of the query protein to this location. The 
query protein is then predicted to be in a subchloroplast 
location  to  which  its  distance  is  the  smallest.  The 
method achieved 68.0% overall accuracy in assigning 
proteins  to  four  subchloroplast  locations  in  cross-
validation using amino acid composition. The method 
was  then  further  improved  by  applying  a  heuristic 
feature  selection  process  to  choose  pseudo-amino 
acid composition. The final method achieved 76.4% 
overall prediction accuracy in cross-validation. When 
tested on an independent set that was not seen by the 
method during the training and feature selection, the 
method still achieved 76.0% overall accuracy.
Table 1. The performance of BS-KNN based on selected pseudo-amino acid composition.
subchloroplast 
location
4-fold cross-validation (s60_A) Independent test (s60_B)
Recall precision Recall precision
Thylakoid lumen 75.0% 77.4% 50.0% 66.7%
Stroma 64.9% 63.2% 88.9% 57.1%
Thylakoid membrane 85.3% 84.5% 84.0% 91.3%
Envelope 62.5% 64.5% 62.5% 71.4%
Overall accuracy 76.4% 76.0%Subchloroplast localization 
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Materials and Methods
dataset
We  used  the  benchmark  dataset  that  was  used  in 
the study of SubChlo,9 ChloroRF13 and ChloroRF.15 
The dataset can be downloaded from the website of 
  SubChlo (http://bioinfo.au.tsinghua.edu.cn/subchlo/). 
The original dataset contained 736 proteins extracted 
from  Swiss-Prot  database  release  56.2.16  After 
discarding three proteins with incomplete Swiss-Prot 
IDs and removal of redundant proteins by CD-HIT17 
using a sequence similarity threshold of 60%, there 
were  253  proteins  left.  The  final  dataset  (S60) 
contained 40 envelope proteins, 46 stroma proteins, 
127 thylakoid membrane proteins and 40 thylakoid 
lumen proteins. The dataset used in this study was 
slightly different from the reported S60 datasets of 
SubChlo (262 proteins) and ChloroRF (261 proteins). 
This could be due to different versions of the CD-HIT 
program.
In most studies, a much stricter sequence similar-
ity threshold (25% or 30%) was used to remove the 
redundancy among protein sequences. However, using 
such thresholds for this small dataset would greatly 
reduce the number of proteins in the final dataset. 
This would lead to insufficient training, and the per-
formance evaluation would have little   significance. 
Therefore  we  accepted  a  relaxed  threshold  (60%), 
which was also used in previous studies (ie, SubChlo, 
ChloroRF and Subldent). To show that our method 
does not suffer from generalization problems due to 
comparatively high sequence similarity among pro-
teins in the dataset, we also compared our method 
with prediction based solely on similarity search.
Feature set
There were two feature sets investigated in this study, 
which  were  amino  acid  composition  and  pseudo-
amino acid composition of protein sequences.
Amino acid Composition: The amino acid compo-
sition of a protein was calculated as:
 
xn n ii j
j
= ∑ /   (1)
where ni and nj are the numbers of amino acid i and j 
in the protein sequence.
Pseudo-Amino Acid  Composition: The  model  of 
pseudo-amino acid composition was first proposed by 
Chou12 to predict protein cellular attributes. Unlike the 
classical amino acid composition that consists of only 20 
discrete numbers, the pseudo amino acid composition 
consists of 20+λ discrete numbers, among which the 
first 20 numbers represent the occurrence frequencies 
of 20 amino acids in a protein, and the remainders 
represent different ranks of sequence-order correlation 
factors. The model was then extended to include two 
sets  of  sequence-order  correlation  factors:  delta-
function set (λ discrete numbers) and hydrophobicity 
set (µ discrete numbers). The new model has been 
successfully applied to predict proteins’ subcellular 
locations by Chou and Cai.18
In  this  study,  we  investigated  two  sets  of 
  sequence-order correlation factors.18 Suppose there 
is  a  protein  X  with  a  sequence  of  L  amino  acid 
  residues: R1R2R3R4 … RL, where R1 represents the 
residue  at  sequence  position  1,  R2  the  residue  at 
position 2, and so on. The first set, delta-function 
set, consists of λ sequence-order-correlated factors, 
which are given by:
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where i = 1, 2, 3 … λ, λ , L, and ∆j, j+i = ∆(Rj, Rj+ 1) 
if  RR jj i = + , 0 otherwise. The second set is physi-
cochemical  set.  It  consists  of  µ  sequence-order-
  correlated factors, which are given by:
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where i = 1, 2, 3 … µ, µ , L, and Hi,j = H(Ri) ⋅ H(Rj). 
In  this  study,  H(Ri)  and  H(Rj)  are  the  normalized 
hydrophilicity values of Ri and Rj respectively. Note 
that the original hydrophilicity values are normalized 
by formula (4) before applying formula (3):
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where  i  =  1,  2,  3,  …,  20.  H1
0  is  the  original 
hydrophilicity  value  of  amino  acid  i,  and 
H
0  is  the  average  hydrophilicity  value  of  20 
amino  acids.  Therefore,  the  pseudo-amino  acid hu and yan
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composition  consists  of  20  (classic  amino  acid 
composition) +  λ  (delta-function  set) +  µ  (hydrophilicity 
set) numbers. In this study, λ and µ were both set to 
be 20 since most polypeptide sequence lengths are 
greater than 20.
Bit-Score Weighted Euclidean distance
For each query protein t, its distance to a training pro-
tein T is calculated as:
 
D =− ∑() (, ) tT BS tT ii
i
2   (5)
where ti is the ith composition of the query pro-
tein t, and Ti is the ith composition of the train-
ing protein T. BS(t,T)  is  the  bit  score  computed 
by  blastp  program  of  Blast  package19  for  com-
paring  the  sequence  similarity  between  protein 
sequence t and T. A higher bit score indicates that 
two protein sequences are more similar, and vice 
versa.   Therefore, the more similar the two protein 
sequences are, the smaller the numerator will be, 
the bigger the denominator will be, and the smaller 
the distance will be. Notice that 
i ii tT ∑ − ()
2 gives 
the  Euclidean  distance  between  the  query  pro-
tein and the training protein. Here, the distance is 
weighted by a factor of 1/BS(t,T). Therefore, the 
distance is referred to as bit-score weighted Euclid-
ean distance (BS-WED).
Bit-Score Weighted K-Nearest  
Neighbor Method
For each test protein, its BS-WED to every training 
protein in the training set was calculated. Then for 
each  subchloroplast  location,  K  shortest  distances 
were chosen. For example, let Denv-1, Denv-2, …, Denv-k 
be the K shortest distances between the test protein 
and proteins that locate at the envelope. Then, the 
distance between the test protein and the location of 
envelope was given by:
 
DK enve nv i i
K
=
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The distances between the test protein and every 
subchloroplast  location  were  calculated  separately. 
Then the test protein was assigned to a location to 
which its distance is the shortest.
Cross-validation, Independent Test,  
Self-consistency Test,  
and jackknife Test
The dataset was randomly split into 5 subsets. Four 
subsets (referred to as S60_A) were used to perform 
four-fold  cross-validation  and  feature  selection.  In 
each round of experiments, three subsets were used 
as a training set, and the remaining subset was used 
as a test set. This procedure was repeated four times 
with each subset being used as a test set once. The 
overall performance was calculated. The fifth subset 
(independent set, and referred to as S60_B) served as 
the test set in the independent test stage, in which the 
classifier was trained using the four subsets (S60_A) 
and then tested on the independent set (S60_B). Note 
that the algorithm did not see the independent set dur-
ing the feature selection stage and the training of the 
classifier.
Self-consistency  test  and  jackknife  test  have 
been  used  by  previous  studies9,13,18,20  to  evaluate 
the multiclass classification performance of protein 
localizations.  In  this  study,  we  also  evaluated  the 
final  BS-KNN  method  on  S60  dataset  using  self-
consistency test and jackknife test. In self-consistency 
test, proteins in the dataset were predicted using the 
classification  model  trained  on  the  same  dataset. 
Therefore,  self-consistency  test  gives  the  most 
optimal estimation of the classification performance. 
In  jackknife  test,  each  protein  in  the  dataset  was 
used  as  the  test  protein  once,  and  the  remaining 
proteins were used to train the classifier. Therefore, 
jackknife test provides a more reliable estimation of 
the classification performance, especially when the 
dataset is small.
Performance Measurement
Performances were measured using accuracy/recall 
(RC)  and  precision  (PR)  for  each  subchloroplast 
  location i:
  RCi = TPi /Ni  (7)
  PRi = TPi /(TPi + FPi)  (8)
where TPi, TNi, FPi, FNi, and Ni were the numbers 
of true positives, true negatives, false positives, false 
negatives, and total number of proteins for   location i. Subchloroplast localization 
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Besides these, the overall accuracy (OA) of the four 
subchloroplast locations was also used:
 
OA TP N i i i i =
== ∑∑ 1
4
1
4   (9)
heuristic Feature Selection
We further extended the BS-KNN method by using 
pseudo-amino  acid  composition  to  calculate  the 
BS-WED. However, not all the features were useful 
for  the  prediction  of  subchloroplast  localizations. 
Also, some features might be correlated with each 
other, which could impair the prediction performance. 
We used a greedy feature selection method to select 
the most relevant features. The greedy search started 
with a feature set that included the composition of 20 
amino acids. Let n be the size of the feature set. Then 
n = 20 at the beginning. The algorithm was divided 
into three stages: reduction, growth_I and growth_II. 
In the reduction stage, the size of the feature set was 
gradually reduced. First, one amino acid was removed, 
and the composition of the remaining n–1 amino acids 
was used to calculate the BS-WED. Four-fold cross-
validation was used to evaluate the performance of 
the method by optimizing the overall accuracy. This 
step was repeated n times, so that every combination 
of n-1 amino acids was tried. The combination that 
improved the performance most was chosen. Thus, 
the size of the feature set was reduced from n to n−1. 
This reduction process was continued until removing 
any amino acid from the feature set would reduce the 
performance. At the end of the reduction stage, we 
reached a feature set that included the composition of 
N amino acids (N # 20). Next, we entered the growth_I 
stage to increase the size of the feature set by adding 
the delta-function factors. One delta-function factor 
was temporarily added into the feature set, and the 
resulting feature set was used to calculate BS-WED. 
Four-fold cross-validation was used to evaluate the 
performance of the method. This step was repeated 
λ (ie, 20) times, so that every delta-function factor 
was tested. The delta-function factor that yielded the 
greatest  improvement  in  performance  was  chosen 
and added to the feature set. Thus, the size of feature 
set  was  increased  to  N+1. The  growth_I  stage  for 
including delta-function factor was continued until 
adding more delta-function factor would decrease the 
  performance. Then we entered the growth_II stage for 
including hydrophilicity factors. The growth_II stage 
was processed similarly to the growth_I stage.
Results
Prediction performance using only  
amino acid composition
The BS-WED was developed as the distance measure-
ment in the proposed BS-KNN algorithm. Only the 
composition of 20 amino acids was used to calculate 
the distance between the test protein and training pro-
teins. Four-fold cross-validation was used to evaluate 
the performance. Various K values ranging from 1 to 
15 were tried. As can be seen from Figure 1, the best 
performance was achieved when K = 2. The proposed 
BS-WED achieved 68.0% overall accuracy in assign-
ing proteins’ subchloroplast locations. Notice that this 
had already outperformed the prediction performance 
of SubChlo (67.2%) and ChloroRF (67.4%). For com-
parison purposes, we also showed the prediction perfor-
mances of the K-NN method using standard Euclidean 
distance. As can be seen from Figure 1, the BS-WED 
developed in this study is a better distance measure-
ment than standard Euclidean distance in predicting 
subchloroplast locations for K values from 1 to 15.
Prediction performance using selected 
pseudo-amino acid composition
In  the  above  experiment,  only  the  composition  of 
amino  acids  was  used  to  calculate  the  BS-WED. 
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Figure 1. Prediction accuracies of K-NN for various K values (1–15) 
based  on  Euclidean  distance  (Ed)  vs.  bit-score  weighted  Euclidean 
  distance (BS-WEd).hu and yan
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We tried to improve the prediction performance by 
using  the  composition  of  pseudo-amino  acids.  We 
applied  the  heuristic  feature  selection  process  as 
described in Materials and Methods to search for a 
combination of features that could be used to predict 
subchloroplast  localizations.  In  the  end,  a  set  of 
features  that  includes  the  composition  of  9  amino 
acids {A, D, Q, E, I, S, T, W, Y} and 2 delta-function 
factors {δ9, δ20} were selected. As can been seen from 
Table  1,  using  selected  features,  the  final  method 
reached an overall accuracy of 76.4% by four-fold 
cross-validation. To make sure the selected features 
do  not  over-fit  the  dataset,  we  also  evaluated  the 
final method using an independent test, in which the 
classifier was trained using the four subsets (S60_A) 
and tested on an independent set (S60_B). Note that 
the independent set was not seen by the prediction 
method  during  the  feature-selection  stage  and  the 
training of the classifier. The results (Table 1) show 
that  the  method  achieved  76.0%  overall  accuracy, 
which indicates that the proposed method does not 
suffer from over-fitting problem.
The method was also evaluated by self-  consistency 
test and jackknife test. As can be seen from Table 2, 
the final BS-KNN achieved 98.8% overall accuracy 
by self-consistency test and 75.9% overall accuracy 
by jackknife test. The overall accuracy of 98.8% is 
the most optimal accuracy our method can achieve. 
Comparison  of  the  performance  of  jackknife  test 
with those of cross-validation and independent test 
showed  that  our  method  achieved  consistent  and 
robust performance.
Comparison with prediction solely  
based on similarity search
Similarity searches have been widely used to infer 
protein functions. If two proteins are highly similar 
in sequence, then they might share similar   functions, 
structures,  and  evolutionary  origin.  For  each  test 
  protein, we conducted a homologous search on the 
training  set  using  the  BLAST  program.19  The  test 
protein  was  predicted  to  be  at  the  same  location 
(ie, thylakoid lumen, stroma, thylakoid membrane, 
or envelope) as that of the most homologous protein. 
Using the same dataset partition, the similarity search 
only achieved 65.0% overall accuracy when evalu-
ated by four-fold cross-valuation, which was much 
lower than the proposed BS-KNN method.
Comparison with previously published 
methods
The  proposed  BS-KNN  method  was  compared 
with  previously  published  methods  (ie,  SubChlo, 
ChloroRF, Subldent) on the same dataset (S60). The 
prediction results of SubChlo, ChloroRF and Sub-
ldent were directly obtained from their reports. In 
their studies, jackknife test was used to evaluate the 
prediction  performance.  To  make  direct  compari-
son, we also evaluated BS-KNN on the same dataset 
using jackknife test. Table 3 shows that the proposed 
BS-KNN method outperformed SubChlo and Chlo-
roRF by approximately 8% of overall accuracy in 
classifying proteins into four subchloroplast loca-
tions. The overall prediction accuracy of Subldent 
is higher than ours. However, the selection of most 
optimal parameters (ie, wavelet functions, decompo-
sition scales and SVM parameters) and the evaluation 
of Subldent on the same dataset may introduce over-
fitting problem, and therefore overestimated perfor-
mance evaluation. On the contrary, we searched for 
the best feature subset on one dataset (S60_A) and 
evaluated BS-KNN on another dataset (S60_B), and 
observed consistent performance. It is also worth 
mentioning that the performance of our method and 
Table 2. The performance of BS-KNN using selected pseudo-amino acid composition on S60 dataset by self-consistency 
test and jackknife test.
subchloroplast location self-consistency test Jackknife test
Recall precision Recall precision
Thylakoid lumen 97.5% 97.5% 77.5% 79.5%
Stroma 100% 100% 73.9% 61.8%
Thylakoid membrane 99.2% 98.4% 85.0% 83.7%
Envelope 97.5% 100% 47.5% 63.3%
Overall accuracy 98.8% 75.9%Subchloroplast localization 
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that of Subldent are complementary to each other 
(ie, the performance of BS-KNN is higher than that 
of Subldent in lumen location, and lower in other 
3 locations). This suggests that a possible ensemble 
method  with  higher  prediction  capacity  could  be 
developed  in  the  future  by  integrating  BS-KNN 
with Subldent, and possibly the other two methods 
(ie, SubChlo and ChloroRF).
Proteome scan
The proposed BS-KNN method was also applied to 
scan  the  chloroplast  proteomes  downloaded  from 
plprot.21 The plprot contains 690 chloroplast proteins 
of Arabidopsis  thaliana  as  of  March  2011,  among 
which 258 (37.4%) proteins were predicted to be in 
the stroma, 139 (20.1%) proteins were predicted to be 
in the envelope, 99 (14.3%) proteins were predicted to 
be in the thylakoid lumen, and 194 (28.1%)   proteins 
were  predicted  to  be  in  the  thylakoid  membrane. 
Though some of these predictions would need to be 
validated, they could provide suggestive information 
to the future chloroplast proteome projects.
In this paper, we also validate our method against 
proteins  in  Arabidopsis  thaliana  downloaded 
from PPDB (http://ppdb.tc.cornell.edu/default.aspx), 
a Plant Proteome DataBase for Arabidopsis thaliana 
and maize (Zea mays). The extracted proteins with 
annotation of subchloroplast locations of envelope, 
stroma, thylakoid lumen side (lumen), and thylakoid-
integral  (thylakoid  membrane)  used  in  this  study 
were  based  on  their  subcellular  proteomes  data 
set. There were 958 proteins in total, of which 345 
(36.0%) proteins were predicted to be in the stroma, 
208  (21.7%)  proteins  were  predicted  to  be  in  the 
envelope, 127 (13.2%) were predicted to be in the 
thylakoid lumen, and 278 (29.0%) proteins predicted 
to be in the thylakoid membrane. In total, 52.9% of 
these  proteins  (experimental  verified  or  predicted 
by previous studies) have been correctly predicted. 
For comparison, we also applied SubChlo to predict 
proteins  in  Arabidopsis  thaliana,  and  it  achieved 
49.3% accuracy.
The proteins in plprot and Arabidopsis thaliana 
and their prediction using BS-KNN can be found at 
https://edisk.fandm.edu/jing.hu/bsknn/genomeScan/.
Discussion
In this paper, we present a BS-KNN algorithm for 
predicting protein subchloroplast locations. For each 
query  protein,  BS-WED  was  used  as  the  distance 
measurement to find its K nearest neighbors from each 
location. To further improve the method’s prediction 
performance, we investigated the pseudo-amino acid 
composition. Compared with the classical amino acid 
composition,  the  pseudo-amino  acid  composition 
provided  more  sequential  and  physicochemical 
information at different orders. By applying a heuristic 
feature selection process, the final method achieved 
76.4% overall accuracy in classifying proteins into 
4  subchloroplast  locations  using  selected  pseudo-
amino acid composition by four-fold cross-validation. 
When evaluated on an independent test dataset, the 
method  achieved  a  consistent  accuracy  of  76.0%. 
The method also achieved 75.9% overall accuracy 
by jackknife test. This shows that our method does 
not  suffer  from  generalization  problem  and  it  has 
consistent prediction performance. We also applied 
our method to annotate proteins in the chloroplast 
proteome and validated the method against proteins 
in Arabidopsis thaliana.
The proposed BS-KNN method used a bit-score 
weighted Euclidean distance (ie,  i ii tT BS tT ∑ − () /( ,)
2  
as  the  distance  measurement.  Compared  with  the 
standard Euclidean distance, the bit-scored weighted 
Table 3. Comparison of BS-KNN with previously published subchloroplast localization methods on S60 dataset by 
  jackknife test.
Location Accuracy
subchlo9 chloroRF13 subldent15 Bs-Knn
Thylakoid lumen 43.2% 38.6% 64.4% 77.5%
Stroma 67.4% 57.1% 85.7% 73.9%
Thylakoid membrane 83.7% 87.5% 98.2% 85.0%
Envelope 40.0% 47.5% 80.0% 47.5%
Overall accuracy 67.2% 67.4% 89.3% 75.9%hu and yan
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Euclidean distance (BS-WED) is a better measurement 
to evaluate the distance between proteins. BS-WED 
accounts both sequence similarity and residue com-
positions. For example, assume we have two pairs 
of imaginary protein sequences, eg, pair 1 (APAPA-
PAP  vs. AAAAPPPP)  and  pair  2  (APAPAPAP  vs. 
PAPAPAPA). Two pairs of protein sequences have 
the  same  Euclidean  distances  because  they  have 
the same composition. However, pair 2 has a much 
higher bit score than pair 1 does (protein sequences 
in pair 2 have higher sequence similarity, therefore 
a  higher  bit  score.),  therefore  when  weighted  by 
bit  scores,  the  BS-WED  of  pair  2  is  smaller  than 
that of pair 1, which follows the biological sense.
In  conclusion,  the  proposed  bit-score  weighted 
K-nearest neighbor algorithm is an effective method 
for predicting the subchloroplat location of proteins.
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supplementary Table
Table s1. List of computational methods for protein subchloroplast localization.
Method Details Application
SubChlo9 The method was based on the ET-KNN  
(evidence theoretic K-nearest neighbor). Using  
pseudo-amino acid compositions, the method  
achieved 67.2% overall prediction accuracy.
Predicting subchloroplast localizations   
of chloroplast proteins from protein  
sequence.
ChloroRF13 The method was based on Random Forest.  
Using 531 physicochemical properties obtained  
from AAindex dataset, the method achieved  
67.4% overall prediction accuracy.
Predicting subchloroplast localizations   
of chloroplast proteins from protein  
sequence.
Subldent15 The method was based on Support Vector  
Machine. Using features extracted by discreate  
wavelet transform (dWT) from amino acids’  
hydrophobicity and polarity values, the method  
achieved 89.3% overall prediction accuracy  
in subchloroplast location.
The method can be applied to classify   
whether a protein is mitochondria or  
chloroplast protein. If the protein is in  
mitochondria, then the method can  
predict its submitochondria location;  
otherwise predictes its subchloroplast  
location.
BS-KNN The method was based on a bit-score weighted  
K-nearest neighbor (BS-KNN) method for predicting  
protein subchloroplast locations. The method  
makes prediction based on the bit-score weighted  
Euclidean distance calculated from the composition  
of selected pseudo-amino acids. It achieved about  
76% overall prediction accuracy.
Predicting subchloroplast localizations   
of chloroplast proteins from protein  
sequence.